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Acoustic X-wave reflection and transmission at a planar
interface: Spectral analysis
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The spectral structure of a three-dimensional X-wave pulse incident on a planar surface of
discontinuity is examined. Introducing a novel superposition of azimuthally dependent pulsed plane
waves, it is shown for oblique incidence that the reflected pulse has a localized wave structure. On
the other hand, the transmitted field maintains its localization up to a certain distance from the
interface, beyond which it starts disintegrating. An estimate of the localization range of the
transmitted pulse is established; also, the parameters affecting the localization range are identified.
The reflected and transmitted fields are deduced for X-waves incident from either a slower medium
or a faster one. For the former case the evanescent fields in the second medium are calculated and
their explicit time dependence is deduced for a normally incident X-wave. Furthermore, at
near-critical incidence the transmitted pulse exhibits significant pulse compression and focusing.
© 2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!05412-0#
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INTRODUCTION

Studies of the generation of acoustical and optical loc
ized waves~LW!1–7 and their use in high-resolution imagin
and target identification8–10 have advanced considerably
the past few years. Because of their large focusing de
and their wideband spectra, LWs have a potential in det
ing objects buried at different depths and identifying wi
ranges of the parameters characterizing a detected targe8 A
large number of different LW solutions have appeared
literature; they can be divided into two distinct categori
One category consists of solutions based on Brittingha
focus wave modes~FWM!,11–14 while the other is based o
the X-waves deduced by Lu and Greenleaf.15–18 A common
attribute of these two categories of LWs is the spectral c
pling between their spatial and temporal frequency com
nents. This specific property characterizes LWs and differ
tiates them from other broadband pulses. In particular, s
coupling causes the spectral depletion of radiated LWs to
different from that of other types of broadband fields.19 It has
been shown recently that the focus wave modes and
X-waves have the same spectral structure except that
spatio-temporal couplings are different.20,21 Whereas the
X-waves have a coupling for which the temporal frequen
is proportional to the spatial frequency, the field of t
FWMs is characterized by a temporal frequency that is p
portional to the square of the spatial frequency.

In many applications, one expects acoustic localiz
waves to be transmitted from one medium to another. It
therefore, important to study the details of a canonical pr
lem involving the reflection and transmission of a localiz
70 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 107 (1), January 2000 1063-7834/2000
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wave obliquely incident on a planar interface separating t
acoustically different materials. A similar problem has be
investigated previously in two different papers.22,23 In both
cases, the authors used a two-dimensional variation of
Brittingham’s FWM electromagnetic solution. In the first p
per, Hillion has argued that FWMs are transmitted acros
discontinuity surface only if they are normally incident o
that surface, while for oblique incidence only reflection tak
place.22 Furthermore, he has demonstrated that for norm
incidence the transmitted, reflected and incident fields h
the same structure. Hillion’s results have been criticized
Donnelly and Power.23 They have used a geometrical a
proach to prove that the transmitted waveform of the tw
dimensional FWM does not have a LW structure. In th
approach, LW solutions are represented in the form o
space–time Fourier transform whose domain is constrai
to a specific geometrical support. This is essentially a g
metrical interpretation of the spectral coupling between
spatial and temporal frequency components.7,19–21Donnelly
and Power have argued that for oblique incidence the
flected waveform has an LW structure, while the transmit
waveform does not. The aim of this paper is to clarify th
point and to quantify the process of disintegration of t
transmitted LW field.

In this work, we will investigate the case of reflectio
and transmission of the three-dimensional acoustic X-wav
There are several advantages associated with this choic
contrast to working with vector fields or carrying out th
analysis in two dimensions. In a three-dimensional fram
work, the pulses do not exhibit the extended tails appea
70/107(1)/17/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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 Redistri
in two-dimensional pulsed fields.24,25 Trailing fields associ-
ated with 2-D pulses can obscure some of the wave phen
ena associated with the reflection and transmission
transients.25 In addition, the X-wave has a simpler spectr
structure than the FWM solution and contains no backw
traveling ~acausal! components. Such acausal compone
can give rise to serious conceptual difficulties when dea
with an LW pulse incident on a planar interface. Furth
more, the study of transmission and reflection of a scalar
pulse is free from the complexity associated with the po
ization properties of an analogous vector field. This ma
the mathematics more manageable and allows us to cle
identify the factors affecting the disintegration of the tran
mitted field. Finally, the peaks of a scalar X-wave lie on t
axis of propagation, while those of the corresponding el
tromagnetic field components are located off-axis. Thus
decay of the peak of a scalar acoustic X-wave pulse is m
tractable than that of an electromagnetic X-wave pulse.

In this paper, we elaborate on the spectral structure
LWs incident on an interface separating two different med
The analysis used in this paper follows basically that of D
nelly and Power; however, it is applied to the thre
dimensional scalar X-wave solution instead of the tw
dimensional vector FWM field. We show that for obliqu
incidence, the reflected X-wave has an LW structure.
also provide an explanation for the cause of disintegration
the transmitted field. This explanation is based on a spec
analysis that leads to a representation involving an inte
tion of an angular distribution of azimuthally dependent
ementary pulses. For the incident and reflected X-waves
the azimuthally dependent pulses travel at the same s
and add up coherently at any observation point synthesi
a diffraction-free LW pulse. In contradistinction, the tran
mitted azimuthally dependent pulses travel at differ
speeds. The integration of such dispersed pulses results
wave field having an axial width that increases with distan
from the interface. This causes the central part of the tra
mitted pulse to become longer, and the amplitude of its p
to decrease with distance. The analysis used in this p
reveals that the transmitted field stays localized for a cer
range, beyond which it starts to disintegrate. The disinteg
tion of the transmitted wave field starts at a depth that
pends on several parameters characterizing the inci
pulse. The main goal of this work is to demonstrate how
estimate this localization depth and to identify the para
eters that determine such a range.

The plan of this work is as follows: A Fourier spectr
representation of the incident pulse is introduced in Sec
This is done for a 3-D X-wave incident normally on th
planar interface separating two media. In the same sec
we show that an obliquely incident X-wave can be deriv
by rotating the normally incident pulse. Expressions for
Fourier composition of both the reflected and transmit
pulses are deduced in Sec. II. The Fourier integrals ass
ated with the incident, reflected and transmitted fields
transformed into azimuthal angular superpositions over
ementary pulsed solutions of the scalar wave equation. Th
azimuthal angular representations are then used in Sec.
explain the localization of the reflected LW field and t
71 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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reason for the disintegration of the transmitted field. T
dispersion of the transmitted pulse is quantified by deduc
an expression for a dispersion-free distance in the sec
medium. In Sec. IV, we provide a detailed numerical stu
of the behavior of the reflected and transmitted fields, incl
ing situations involving total reflection and the generation
evanescent fields. This investigation shows that
dispersion-free distance deduced in Sec. III is fairly accur

I. THE SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF THE INCIDENT
X-WAVE

In this section, we study the spectral composition of
acoustic X-wave pulse incident on an interface separa
two different media. The spectral wave components will
used in later sections to study the behavior of the reflec
and transmitted fields. The X-wave pressure field is a so
tion of the 3-D scalar wave equation

~¹22c22 ] t
2!p~r ,t !50, ~1!

wherec5AB/r0 is the wave velocity in the medium,B be-
ing the bulk modulus of the medium andr0 its density. We
will restrict our analysis to compressive waves only; i.
shear components will be neglected throughout the pa
This treatment models a large number of situations, e.g.
air–fluid or a gas–gas interface.

X-waves are wide-band pulses synthesized of pla
waves components characterized by wave vectors lying o
conical surface defined by the apex angleuk5j in momen-
tum space.26,27 The superposition of such plane waves pr
duces an interference pattern moving with the superso
speed n5c/cosj, although each individual plane wav
propagates at the phase speed of the mediumc along the
cone surface.26,27 An X-wave traveling in the positive
z-direction has wave vectors forming the conical surfa
shown in Fig. 1. This represents the situation of normal
cidence on an interface of discontinuity situated atz50. For
oblique incidence, the cone shown in Fig. 1 must be rota
by an angle equal to the angle of incidence of the X-wa
pulse. Sections of the tilted incident, reflected and transm
ted cones taken atx50 are shown in Fig. 2. We will star
with a normally incident X-wave propagating in the positiv
z-direction. Then, we will rotate this solution to obtain a
obliquely incident X-wave.

FIG. 1. Wave vectors of the normally incident X-wave lying on a con
surface having an apex anglej.
71Shaarawi et al.: X-wave reflection and transmission
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We commence our work by introducing the incide
pressure field, which is represented by the fourfold Fou
transform of the zeroth order X-wave solution. Specifical

pinc~r ,t !5E
R3

d3kE
0

`

d~v/c1!e2 ik•re1 ivtAinc~k,v!

3d~kz2~v/c1!cosj1!

3d~kx
21ky

22~v/c1!2sin2 j1!. ~2!

Here,Ainc(k,v)5A0e2(v/c1)a, a is a real positive paramete
A0 is a constant spectral amplitude, the wave velocity in
first medium isc1 andd~•! denotes the Dirac delta function
The integration overkx andkz yields

pinc~r ,t !5E
0

`

d~v/c1!E
2~v/c1!sin j1

1~v/c1!sin j1
dky

3
A0e2~v/c1!a

A~v/c1!2sin2 j12ky
2

FIG. 2. Longitudinal sections of the spectral cones of the incident, refle
and transmitted fields. The surface of discontinuity between the two m
is situated at thez50 plane.
e
nd
ed

s
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e

3cos~xA~v/c1!2sin2 j12ky
2!

3e2 ikyye2 i ~v/c1!cosj1ze1 ivt. ~3!

The range of integration overky reflects the fact that
X-waves have no evanescent fields. The integration oveky

in Eq. ~3! yields ~cf. 3.876.7 in Ref. 28!

pinc~r ,t !5pE
0

`

d~v/c1!J0~~v/c1!r sinj1!

3A0e2~v/c1!ae2 i ~v/c1!~z cosj12c1t !. ~4!

Finally, the integration over (v/c1) gives rise to the result

pinc~r ,t !5
pA0

@r2 sin2 j11~a1 i ~z cosj12c1t !!2#1/2. ~5!

This is a localized pulse traveling in the positivez-direction
with a peaked center propagating at the supersonic sp
c1 /cosj1.

For obliquely incident X-waves, we need to rotate eith
the coordinates~x,y,z! or the wave vector component
(kx ,ky ,kz). A clockwise rotation by an anglea1 around the
x-axis is defined by the operationr 85M r , where

M5F 1 0 0

0 cosa1 2sina1

0 sina1 cosa1

G . ~6!

This operation transforms a normally incident X-wave to t
following obliquely incident one:

d
ia
pinc~r ,t !5
pA0

@x2 sin2 j11~y cosa12z sina1!2sin2 j11~a1 i ~~y sina11z cosa1!cosj12c1t !!2#1/2. ~7!
to
Alternatively, we can rotate the components of the wave v
tor k using the procedure described by Donnelly a
Power.23 Specifically, the Fourier superposition of a rotat
X-wave

pinc~M r ,t !5E
R3

d3kE
R

dve2 ik•M reivt p̃inc~k,v!

is equivalent to having

pinc~M r ,t !5E
R3

d3k8E
R

dve2 ik8•reivt p̃inc~k8,v!, ~8!

where k85MTk and k5Mk8. Substituting these relation
c-into the Fourier superposition Eq.~2! gives the following
expression:

pinc~r ,t !5E
0

`

d~v/c1!E
R3

d3k8e2 ik8•reivt

3A0e2~v/c1!ad~ky8 sina11kz8 cosa1

2~v/c1!cosj1!d~kx8
2

1~ky8 cosa12kz8 sina1!22~v/c1!2sin2 j1!.

Integrating overkx8 andkz8 , the above expression reduces
72Shaarawi et al.: X-wave reflection and transmission
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pinc~r ,t !5E
0

`

d~v/c1!E
D2

D1

dky8

3
A0e2~v/c1!a

cosa1A~v/c1!2sin2 j12h1
2

3cos~xA~v/c1!2sin2 j12h1
2!e2 iky8y

3eiz~ky8 sin a1 /cosa12~v/c1!cosj1 /cosa1!eivt. ~9!

Here, we have used the simultaneous roots of the two D
delta functions; specifically,

kz85~~v/c1!cosj12ky8 sina1!/cosa1

and

kx8
25~v/c1!2sin2 j12h1

2,

where

h15ky8 cosa12kz8 sina1

5~ky8/cosa1!2~v/c1!sina1 cosj1 /cosa1 .

The limits of the integration overky8 can be determined by
noting that ukyu,(v/c1)sinj1. Hence, ky85ky cosa1

1kzsina1 is limited so that 2(v/c1)sinj1 cosa1

1 (v/c1) cosj1 sina1,ky8, (v/c1) sinj1 cosa11 (v/c1) cosj1

3sina1. Consequently, the two limits of the integration ov
ky8 in Eq. ~9! are given byD65(v/c1)sin(a16j1).

Introducing the change of variablesky8→h1 and rear-
ranging terms, Eq.~9! can be rewritten as

pinc~r ,t !5E
0

`

d~v/c1!E
2~v/c1!sin j1

1~v/c1!sin j1
dh1

3
A0e2~v/c1!a

A~v/c1!2sin2 j12h1
2

3cos~xA~v/c1!2sin2 j12h1
2!

3eivte2 ih1~y cosa12z sin a1!

3e2 i ~v/c1!cosj1~y sin a11z cosa1!. ~10!

Comparing Eqs.~10! and~3!, we find that the above integra
tion yields the same obliquely incident X-wave as that giv
in Eq. ~7!. We have, thus, demonstrated that we can cha
the direction of propagation of the X-wave by either rotati
the position coordinates or by rotating the components of
wave vectork. In later sections, the real part ofpinc(r ,t) will
be used to represent the differential pressure of the incid
acoustical field. The same criterion is applied in case of co
plex amplitudes representing reflected and transmitted p
sure fields. The real parts of the pressure amplitudes h
distinct peaks that are easy to trace. For such reason, we
preferred to use them in our study rather than the imagin
parts.

II. SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION OF THE
REFLECTED AND TRANSMITTED X-WAVES

Consider the case of an acoustical X-wave obliquely
cident on a surface of discontinuity separating two differ
73 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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media. Assume that the interface separating the two med
situated atz50. Suppose that the first medium has a wa
velocity c1 and a densityr01, and that the second medium
has a wave velocityc2 and a densityr02. The axis of propa-
gation of the X-wave incident from the negativez hemi-
sphere makes an anglea1 with the normal to the interface, a
shown in Fig. 2. If the incident X-wave field has wave vect
k componentskxinc , kyinc andkzinc , then the components o
the reflected and transmitted wave vectors become

kxref5kxinc , kyref5kyinc and kzref52kzinc ; ~11!

kxtran5kxinc , kytran5kyinc and
~12!

kztran5A~v/c2!22kzinc
2 2kyinc

2 .

Suppose that the pressure wave associated with a norm
incident field is represented by the expression given in
~2!. The corresponding reflected and transmitted fields
given by

pref~r ,t !5E
R3

d3kE
0

`

d~v/c1!e2 ik•re1 ivtAref~k,v!

3d~kz1~v/c1!cosj1!

3d~kx
21ky

22~v/c1!2sin2 j1! ~13!

and

ptran~r ,t !5E
R3

d3kE
0

`

d~v/c2!e2 ik•re1 ivt

3Atran~k,v!d~kz2~v/c2!cosj2!

3d~kx
21ky

22~v/c2!2sin2 j2!. ~14!

The apex angle of the spectral cones of the incident
transmitted X-waves are denoted byj1 andj2 , respectively.
In Eq. ~14!, the conditionskxtran5kxinc and kytran5kyinc are
satisfied because from Snell’s law (v/c2)sinj2

5(v/c1)sinj1. The conditionkz5(v/c2)cosj2 imposed by
the other Dirac delta function is another way of writing th
relation kztran5A(v/c2)22kzinc

2 2kyinc
2 . Notice that for nor-

mal incidence, the reflected and transmitted pressure fi
have the same spectral structures as those of the inci
field. Consequently, the reflected and transmitted fields
to a normally incident X-wave retain their LW structure.

The continuity conditions of the pressure and the norm
displacement components at the boundary give the follow
relations between the spectral weighting functions29,30

Aref5Ainc

Z2 secu2k2Z1 secu1k

Z2 secu2k1Z1 secu1k
, ~15!

Atran5Ainc

2Z2 secu2k

Z2 secu2k1Z1 secu1k
. ~16!

Here, the characteristic wave impedances for the two me
are defined asZ1[r01c1 and Z2[r02c2 . The angles be-
tween thez-axis and the wave vectors associated with
individual components contributing to the incident and tra
mitted fields are denoted byu1k and u2k , respectively. For
normal incidence, these angles equal the apex anglesj1 and
j2 . Before we substitute the reflection and transmission
73Shaarawi et al.: X-wave reflection and transmission
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efficients in the Fourier representations of the various fie
we need to express them in terms of the wave vectors, v

Aref5Ainc

kzinc2kztran~r01/r02!

kzinc1kztran~r01/r02!
, ~17!
74 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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s,
., Atran5Ainc

2kzinc

kzinc1kztran~r01/r02!
. ~18!

Therefore, for an obliquely incident X-wave, at an angle
inclination a1 , the reflected pressure field acquires the fo
correct

tion

a

be sure,
this

ponents,
pref~r ,t !5E
0

`

d~v/c1!E
R3

d3k8e2 ik8•re1 ivtA0e2~v/c1!a
kz82sgn~kz8!A~v/c2!22kx8

22ky8
2~r01/r02!

kz81sgn~kz8!A~v/c2!22kx8
22ky8

2~r01/r02!

3d~2kz8 cosa11ky8 sina12~v/c1!cosj1!d~kx8
21~ky8 cosa11kz8 sina1!22~v/c1!2sin2 j1!, ~19!

where we have rotated thek vector and used the relation betweenAref(k8,v) andAinc(k8,v) given in Eq.~17!. Notice that the
transformationkz8→2kz8 in the arguments of the delta functions guarantees that the wave vectors are reflected in the
direction. The delta functions in Eq.~19! imply that

kz85h1 sina12~v/c1!cosj1 cosa1 ,

and the argument of the square root contributing to the reflection coefficient becomes

~v/c2!22kx8
22ky8

25~v/c2!22~v/c1!21L1
2~v!,

where L1(v)5h1 sina12(v/c1)cosa1 cosj1. Notice that fora1 and j1 values obeying the conditiona11j1,p/2, the
quantityL1(v) is negative. This means that sgn(kz8) is negative as expected for the reflected field. Carrying out the integra
over kx8 andkz8 in Eq. ~19! and changing the integration variableky8→h1 , we obtain

pref~r ,t !5E
0

`

d~v/c1!E
2v/c sin j

v/c1 sin j

dh1

A0e2~v/c1!a

A~v/c1!2sin2 j12h1
2

cos~xA~v/c1!2sin2 j12h1
2!

3e2 ih1~y cosa11z sin a1!e2 i ~v/c1!cosj1~y sin a12z cosa1!eivtR~h1 ,v!, ~20a!

where the reflection coefficient may be rewritten as

R~h1 ,v!5
L1~v!1A~v/c2!22~v/c1!2sin2 j11h1

22J1
2~v!~r01/r02!

L1~v!2A~v/c2!22~v/c1!2sin2 j11h1
22J1

2~v!~r01/r02!
, ~20b!

with J1(v)5h1 cosa11(v/c1)sina1 cosj1. The integration in Eq.~20a! cannot be evaluated explicitly in order to obtain
closed-form expression for the reflected pressure field and will be considered further in the next section.

The same procedure described above can be repeated in order to calculate the transmitted field. We have to
however, that the continuity condition Eq.~12! is valid for the incident and transmitted plane wave components. Along
vein, consider Snell’s law

~1/c1!sinu1k5~1/c2!sinu2k , ~21!

whereu1k andu2k are the angles of the wave vectors associated with the incident and transmitted plane wave com
respectively. In particular,

cosu1k5~kz18 /~v/c1!!5cosj1 cosa12h1 sina1 /~v/c1!. ~22!

Substituting Eq.~22! into Eq. ~23!, Snell’s law may be rewritten as follows:

cos2 u2k512~c2 /c1!2~12cos2 u1k!512~c2 /c1!2~12~cosj1 cosa12h1 sina1 /~v/c1!!2!. ~23!

Hence, the wave numberkz28 of the transmitted field is expressed explicitly as

kz28 5~v/c2!cosu2k5A~v/c2!22~v/c1!21~~v/c1!cosj1 cosa12h1 sina1!2. ~24!

The continuity of the tangentialk components (kxtran5kxinc) yields

kx28
25kx18

25~v/c1!2sin2 j12h1
2. ~25!

The Fourier superposition of the transmitted field can thus be reduced to an expression analogous to Eq.~20!; specifically,
74Shaarawi et al.: X-wave reflection and transmission
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ptrans~r ,t !5E
0

`

d~v/c1!E
2v/c1 sin j

v/c1 sin j

dh1

A0e2~v/c1!a

A~v/c1!2sin2 j12h1
2

cos~xA~v/c1!2sin2 j12h1
2!eivt

3e2 iy~h1 cosa11~v/c1!cosj1 sin a1!e2 izA~v/c2!22~v/c1!21~~v/c1!cosj1 cosa12h1 sin a1!2
T~h1 ,v!, ~26a!
to
r

c
n

po
.
te
ha
t

us
tte
e

fi-

a

in
z

olu-
en
nd
In

for
be

n-

ci-

the
where

T~h1 ,v!

5
2L1~v!

L1~v!1~r01/r02!A~v/c2!22~v/c1!21L1
2~v!

.

~26b!

One should point out that the coefficients ofy and z in the
arguments of the exponential functions cannot be mixed
gether to form a rotated coordinate. This should be compa
to the reflected field where the coefficients of they and z
variables are combined into rotated coordinates that spe
the trajectory of the reflected pulse. Similarly to the incide
X-wave, wave vectors of the spectral plane wave com
nents of the reflected pulse lie on a single conic surface
contradistinction, the wave vectors defining the transmit
field components do not form a conic surface. This point
been emphasized in Ref. 31 and is elaborated further in
next section where a new pulsed wave representation is
to illustrate the process of the dispersion of the transmi
field. One should note, however, that for the special cas
normal incidencea150, we havekz15(v/c1)cosj1 and
kz25(v/c2)cosj2. Consequently, the transmission coef
cient given in Eq.~26b! becomes independent ofv and the
integration in Eq.~26a! can be evaluated explicitly to give
dispersion-free X-wave solution.

III. THE AZIMUTHALLY DEPENDENT PULSE
REPRESENTATION

In this section, we introduce a representation of the
cident, reflected and transmitted LW fields using an a
a

s-
-

ax

f
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muthal angular superposition over elementary pulsed s
tions of the scalar wave equation. This framework is th
used to explain the localization of the reflected LW field a
the reason for the disintegration of the transmitted field.
the preceding section, the quantityh1 is essentially a rotated
ky component. Consequently, the integrations deduced
the incident, reflected and transmitted wave fields can
rewritten in a simpler form by introducing the azimuthal a
gular variable defined as cosw52h1 /k1 sinj1, where k1

5(v/c1). Noting that d(v/c1)dh15k1 sinw sinj1 dw dk1,
the incident pressure field given in Eq.~10! acquires the
following form:

pinc~r ,t !5A0E
0

`

dk1E
0

p

dwe2k1a cos~xk1 sinj1 sinw!

3eik1 cosw sin j1y8e2 ik1 cosj1z8eik1c1t. ~27!

The rotated coordinates associated with the obliquely in
dent X-wave arez85y sina1 1zcosa1 and y85y cosa1

2zsina1. The integration overk1 is a Laplace-type that can
be easily evaluated to give an angular superposition over
azimuthally dependent pulseCw(r ,t); specifically,

pinc~r ,t !5E
0

p

dwCw~r ,t !, ~28a!

where
Cw~r ,t !5
A0

2 H 1

~a1 i ~z8 cosj12c1t !2 iy8 sinj1 cosw2 ix sinj1 sinw!

1
1

~a1 i ~z8 cosj12c1t !2 iy8 sinj1 cosw1 ix sinj1 sinw!J . ~28b!
in
The angular superposition given in Eq.~28! is effectively a
summation of pulses having shapes that depend on the
muthal angular variablew. The integration overw in Eq.
~28a! can be evaluated explicitly to yield the X-wave pre
sure field given in Eq.~7! and whose surface plot is dis
played in Fig. 3; fora1525°, j152° anda50.001 m. The
time dependence of the field is evaluated along the tilted
of propagation, viz., the quantityz8 cosj12c1t. The trans-
verse dependence of the field is chosen as a function ox8
5x by setting the other transverse variabley850. One
zi-

is

should note that for such a choice,z85z/cosa1. The field
shown in Fig. 3 is calculated at the distancez521 m from
the interface~for which z8521/cosa1).

Similarly to Eq.~28!, the reflected pressure field given
Eq. ~20! can be transformed into the form

pref~r ,t !5A0E
0

`

dk1E
0

p

dwe2k1a cos~xk1 sinj1 sinw!

3e2 ik1 cosw sin j1y8e2 ik1 cosj1z8eik1c1tR~w!, ~29a!

where
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R~w!5
cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw2A~c1 /c2!2211~cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw!2~r01/r02!

cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw1A~c1 /c2!2211~cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw!2~r01/r02!
~29b!

is independent ofk1 . The rotated coordinates associated with the reflected wave field arez85y sina12zcosa1 and y8
52y cosa12zsina1. The integration overk1 leads to an angular superposition which is a generalization of the expre
given in Eq.~28!; specifically,

pref~r ,t !5E
0

p

dwR~w!Ĉw~r ,t !, ~30a!

where

Ĉw~r ,t !5
A0

2 H 1

~a1 i ~z8 cosz12c1t !1 iy8 sinj1 cosw2 ix sinj1 sinw!

1
1

~a1 i ~z8 cosz12c1t !1 iy8 sinj1 cosw1 ix sinj1 sinw!J . ~30b!

The expression given in Eq.~30b! indicates that all the reflected azimuthally dependent pulsesĈw(r ,t) travel at the same
speed. At any observation point, the pulsesĈw(r ,t) will arrive at the same time to coherently synthesize the reflected field
a consequence, the reflected field has an LW structure that does not disperse as the pulse travels away from the
interface. This is consistent with having the wave vectors associated with the various plane wave components meet a
of a conical surface as explained in Ref. 31.

The azimuthal angular representation of the transmitted pressure wave can be deduced from Eq.~26! in a similar manner;
it is given by

ptrans~r ,t !5A0E
0

`

dk1E
0

p

dwe2k1a cos~xk1 sinj1 sinw!eik1y~sin j1 cosa1 cosw2cosj sin a1!

3e2 ik1zA~c1 /c2!2211~cosj1 cosa11sin j1 sin a1 cosw!2
eik1c1tT~w!, ~31a!

where the transmission coefficient

T~w!5
2~cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw!

~cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw!1A~c1 /c2!2211~cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw!2~r01/r02!
~31b!

is also independent ofk1 . The integration overk1 yields

ptrans~r ,t !5E
0

p

dwT~w!C9 w~r ,t !, ~32a!

where

C9 w~r ,t !

5
A0

2 H 1

a1 i ~zA~c1 /c2!2211~cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw!22c1t !2 iy~sinj1 cosa1 cosw2cosj1 sina1!2 ix sinj1 sinw

1
1

a1 i ~zA~c1 /c2!2211~cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw!22c1t !2 iy~sinj1 cosa1 cosw2cosj1 sina1!1 ix sinj1 sinw
J .

~32b!
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In contrast to the incident and reflected cases, the transm

azimuthally dependent pulsesC9 w(r ,t) have speeds that de
pend onw. The square root coefficient ofz depends on cosw
and this dependence cannot be eliminated by a simple r
tion of the coordinates. As a result of this dependence onw,
the transmitted azimuthally dependent pulses arrive at a
tain observation point with different speeds. Except for n
mal incidence (a150), these pulses do not arrive together
76 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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the same time to coherently construct an LW pulse. A
consequence, the transmitted pulse degenerates and its
tral peak decays as we move away from the surface of
continuity.

The azimuthal angular representation of the transmit
field constitutes a framework that allows an accurate esti
tion of the localization depth of the transmitted field. Towa
such a goal, we assume that the wave vectors of the tr
76Shaarawi et al.: X-wave reflection and transmission
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mitted spectral components form an approximate conical
face. The inclination angle of the axis of such a surface isa2

and its apex angle isj2 . Consider a section, taken atx50, of
the incident, reflected and transmitted cones, as illustrate
Fig. 2. Applying Snell’s law to the rays shows that the fo
lowing two equations are satisfied:

~1/c1!sin~a16j1!5~1/c2!sin~a26j2!.

The combination of these two equations yields the relatio

~1/c1!sinj1 cosa15~1/c2!sinj2 cosa2 , ~33!

~1/c1!cosj1 sina15~1/c2!cosj2 sina2 . ~34!

Eliminating the dependence ona2 and after some alge
braic manipulation, we obtain
ion

ize
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cos4 j21~~c2 /c1!2sin2 j1 cos2 a1

2~c2 /c1!2cos2 j1 sin2 a121!cos2 j2

1~c2 /c1!2cos2 j1 sin2 a150. ~35!

The solution to this equation gives the apex angle of
transmitted field; specifically,

cosj25A2~B/2!1A~B/2!22C, ~36!

where B5((c2 /c1)2sin2 j1 cos2 a12(c2 /c1)
2 cos2 j1 sin2 a1

21) and C5(c2 /c1)2 cos2 j1 sin2 a1. After evaluating the
apex anglej2 , the inclination anglea2 can be calculated
using either Eq.~33! or ~34!. This completes the analysi
needed to calculatea2 andj2 . These values can be used
estimate the deviation of the square root coefficient ofz in
Eq. ~32b! from that of a rotatedz variable appearing in an
exact X-wave characterized byj2 and tilted by an anglea2 .
Toward such a goal, consider the denominators
itted
D5a1 i ~zA~c1 /c2!2211~cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw!22c1t !

2 iy~sinj1 cosa1 cosw2cosj1 sina1!6 ix sinj1 sinw ~37!

that appear in Eq.~32b!. Using Eqs.~33! and~34!, they can be rewritten in terms of the rotated coordinates of the transm
field ~x85x, y85y cosa22zsina2, andz85y sina21zcosa2) as follows:

D5a1 i ~c1 /c2!~z8 cosj22c2t !1 iz~c1 /c2!D~w!2 i ~c1 /c2!~y8 sinj2 cosw!6 ix sinj1 sinw. ~38!

HereD~w! is the deviation from the assumed trajectory specified bya2 andj2 and is equal to

D~w!5A12~c2 /c1!21~c2 /c1!2~cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw!22cosj2 cosa22sinj2 sina2 cosw. ~39!
e
en
For short distances from the interface the condit
z(c1 /c2)D(w)!a is satisfied for all values ofD~w!. Hence,
we introduce the hypothesis that the pulse stays local
with peak amplitude}1/a until it reaches the following dis-
tance along the direction of propagation of the pulse:

zd85
zd

cosa2
5

~c2 /c1!a

uD̄~w!ucosa2

. ~40!

FIG. 3. Pressure field of the incident X-wave havinga50.001 m andj1

52° evaluated atz521 m.
d

Here,D̄(w) is the average deviation over the range 0<w,p.
From Eq. ~40! it appears thatzd increases with (c2 /c1);
however,uD̄(w)u}(c2 /c1)n(n.1), resulting inzd being in-
versely proportional to (c2 /c1). The dispersion-free rang
given in Eq.~40! is a fairly accurate estimate as will be se
from the examples in the next section.

FIG. 4. Reflected pressure field evaluated for (c1 /c2)52 and (r01 /r02)
50.25. The incident X-wave has a propagation-axis tilted ata1525°. The
surface plot is calculated atz521 m.
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IV. ILLUSTRATIONS AND EXAMPLES

In this section, we study the properties of the reflec
and transmitted pressure fields resulting from an X-wave
cident on a planar interface. The azimuthal angular repre
tation introduced in the preceding section is used to num
cally calculate surface plots of the reflected and transmi
pulses. The aim of the examples employed is to highli
certain properties of the reflected or transmitted fields an
illustrate that the disintegration of the transmitted field
caused by the spectral incoherence described in Sec. III
such, the examples used will demonstrate the validity of
expression deduced for the dispersion-free length given
Eq. ~40!. Two main situations are considered; namely,
incident X-wave approaches the interface either from
side of the faster medium@(c1 /c2).1# or the slower one
@(c1 /c2),1#.

A. Reflected and transmitted fields for „c 1 /c 2…>1

The X-wave is assumed to approach the surface of
continuity from the side of the medium having the larg
wave velocity; specifically, the values (c1 /c2)254 and
(r01/r02)50.25 are chosen. In most numerical results p
sented in this section, the X-wave shown in Fig. 3 is assum
to be incident on the interface at an inclination anglea1

525° and is characterized by the parametersj152° anda
50.001 m, except when explicitly stated otherwise. Furth
more, the calculated amplitudes of all incident, reflected
transmitted fields are displayed in terms of (A0/2). The time-
variation of the reflected pressure field is plotted in Fig. 4
y850, z521 m. The reflected X-wave retains the same L
structure characterizing the incident pressure field. At fart
distances from the interface the reflected pulse preserve
shape and does not spread out.

As discussed in the preceding section, the refrac
pulse should start disintegrating after traversing the e
mated dispersion-free range given in Eq.~40!. To illustrate
this point the transmitted pressure field is plotted in Fig. 5
a function of the transverse variablex(y850) at distances
z50.1, 50, and 250 m from the interface. The time dep
dence of the field is evaluated along the tilted axis of pro
gation as a function of the quantityz8 cosj22c2t. For an
X-wave pulse havingj152° anda50.001 m incident at an
anglea1525° on an interface separating two media char
terized by (c1 /c2)254 and (r01/r02)50.25, the dispersion
free range given in Eq.~40! yields zd545.77 m. This result
agrees nicely with the decay pattern illustrated in Fig. 5. T
transmitted X-wave retains its shape for short distanc
while the peak starts decaying at a distance of about 50 m
appears, from the figures, that the disintegration of the tra
mitted field is accompanied by an increase in the axial wi
of the central portion of the pulse. This behavior is related
the dispersion in the velocities of the azimuthally depend
pulsed components. The disintegration of the pulse st
when the spread in the arrival time of the azimuthally dep
dent pulses is larger thana/c2 .

To achieve a better understanding of the decay pro
ties of refracted X-wave, we consider the effect of chang
the inclination anglea1 , the axicon anglej1 and the param-
78 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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FIG. 5. Transmitted pressure field evaluated for (c1 /c2)52 and (r01 /r02)
50.25. The incident X-wave has a propagation-axis tilted ata1525°. The
surface plots are calculated at~a! z50.1 m, ~b! z550 m and ~c! z
5250 m.
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FIG. 6. Transmitted pressure field evaluated atz510 m showing the change
in the dispersion rate when~a! the apex anglej1 is increased to 8° and~b!
the inclination anglea1550°. ~c! The transmitted pressure field evaluate
at z5250 m when the parametera increases to 0.01 m. In each case the r
of the parameters are unchanged and are the same as in Fig. 5.
79 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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etera on the dispersion-free rangezd . In Fig. 6~a!, it is seen
that increasingj1 from 2° to 8° causes the transmitted pul
to decay at a much faster rate. The figure shows that foj1

58° the peak of the pulse has already decayed significa
at z510 m. The resulting decay is a good demonstration
the fact that changing the apex angle toj158°, while keep-
ing the other parameters unchanged, reduces the disper
free depth to the valuezd52.86 m. On the other hand
changing the inclination anglea1 from 25° to 50°, while
keepingj152°, yields zd511.76 m. Figure 6~b! confirms
this change in the dispersion-free length by demonstra
that increasing the inclination angle toa1550° causes the
peak of the transmitted pulse to start decaying atz510 m.
Figure 6~c! shows the transmitted field atz5250 m for a
50.01 m. This agrees with the fact that increasing the
rametera to 0.01 m, while keepinga1 and j1 unchanged,
extends the localization range tozd5457.73 m. It is interest-
ing to point out that parametera controls the temporal fre-
quency bandwidth.20 As a increases, the bandwidth de
creases. Thus X-waves with smaller frequency bandwi
undergo less dispersion, as they travel inside the second
terial.

B. Reflected and transmitted fields for „c 1 /c 2…<1

In this subsection, the analysis introduced in Sec. III
applied to the case of an X-wave incident from the slow
medium; specifically, we assume that (c1 /c2)250.25 and
(r01/r02)54. The field components incident at spectr
anglesuk.uc5sin21(c1 /c2) will be totally reflected and eva
nescent fields are generated inside the second medium
this section, we investigate two cases involving the evan
cent fields, associated with normally and obliquely incide
X-waves, respectively. For the former case, the evanes
fields are generated when the axicon angle of the incid
X-wave j1.uc5sin21(c1 /c2). Consequently, the X-wave i
totally reflected and all the spectral components produce e
nescent fields in the second medium. For this particular c
the evanescent fields can be deduced in an exact closed-f
This allows for an interesting assessment of the time de
opment of the evanescent field. For oblique incidence sev
possible situations are investigated, namely sub-criti
super-critical and near-critical incidence. For the first ca
all the spectral components haveuk,sin21(c1 /c2). This is
completely analogous to the case discussed in Sec. III,
cept that the disintegration should be faster as seen from
~40!. The super-critical case corresponds to the situat
when all the wave vectors lying on the tilted spectral co
are inclined at anglesuk.sin21(c1 /c2). Near-critical inci-
dence involves the situation when the tilted spectral cone
some wave vectors that are tilted atuk,sin21(c1 /c2), while
the rest of the wave vectors have incidence angles gre
than the critical angle. The field transmitted into the seco
medium is thus a mixture of propagating and evanesc
fields. Near the interface, the lateral waves and the refra
ones become concentrated in a small region, thus produ
a highly compressed and focused pulse.

Starting with normal incidence, we assume that the
cident X-wave is characterized by an axicon anglej1540°

t
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.sin21(1/2)530°. The transmitted field follows directly
from Eqs.~26a! and ~26b!, where for normal incidencea1

50 andh15ky , thus yielding

Ptrans~r ,t !5E
0

`

d~v/c1!E
2v/c1 sin j

v/c1 sin j

dky

A0e2~v/c1!a

A~v/c1!2sin2 j12ky
2

3cos~xA~v/c1!2sin2 j12ky
2!

3eivte2 ikyye2z~v/c1!Asin2 j12~c1 /c2!2
T~j1!,

~41a!

where
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T~j1!5
2 cosj1~c1 /c2!2

cosj1~c1 /c2!22 iAsin2 j12~c1 /c2!2
. ~41b!

In the above expression, we have used the negative im
nary branch for which A(v/c2)22(v/c1)2 sin2 j1

52i(v/c1)A sin2 j12(c1 /c2)
2. This choice yields an exponen

tially decaying dependence onz in the integrand of Eq.
~41a!. In addition, we have assumed that (r01/r02)
5(c2 /c1)2 in order to simplify the resulting mathematica
expressions. SinceT(j1) is independent of (v/c1) and ky ,
the double integration in Eq.~41a! can be evaluated exactl
to give
ptrans~r ,t !5
~2A0 cosj1~c1 /c2!2!/~cosj1~c1 /c2!22 iAsin2 j12~c1 /c2!2!

Ar2 sin2 j11~a1zAsin2 j12~c1 /c2!22 ict !2
. ~42!
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This evanescent field exhibits a transverse wave mo
along the interface through the termsr2 sin2 j12(c1t)

2 ap-
pearing in the square root in the denominator. This tra
verse motion is illustrated in Fig. 7 where surface plots of
real part of ptrans(r ,t) are shown for different times as
function of z, the normal distance from the interface. T
two localized bumps that appear in Fig. 7~a! approach each
other for negative time and coalesce into a single pea
c1t'0, as shown in Fig. 7~b!. Henceforth, they split into two
bumps and travel away from each other forc1t.0 @cf. Fig.
7~c!#. The time evolution of the evanescent field is illustrat
in Fig. 8~a!. A surface plot of the real part ofptrans(r ,t) given
in Eq. ~42! is illustrated at distancez50.001 m. At the far-
ther distances, the evanescent field has the same shap
spreads out and its amplitude decreases. The time de
dence of the evanescent field near the surface is an atten
imprint of the reflected field@cf. Fig. 8~b!#. The reflected
pulse could, thus, be perceived to exist for a certain perio
n

s-
e

at

but
en-
ted

of

time inside the second medium before being reflected b
into the first one. This is analogous to the quantum mech
cal picture that describes the state of a totally reflected w
packet from a finite-height potential barrier. In the latter si
ation, the wave packet dwells inside the reflecting barrier
a short time before being totally reflected. In both cases,
spectral components of the reflected fields undergo ph
delays that distort the shape of the reflected pulses. S
phase delays are responsible for the distortion of the X-sh
of the reflected field shown in Fig. 8~b!. However, the re-
flected pulse preserves its shape from this time on and d
not undergo any dispersion as it travels away from the in
face.

To gain a better understanding of the time evolution
the evanescent field, we consider the case whenr50. As a
consequence, the real part of the expression given in Eq.~42!
acquires the following simple form:
Re$ptrans~r ,t !%5
A0~2a cos2 j1~c1 /c2!212 cosj1~c1 /c2!2Asin2 j12~c1 /c2!2~~c1 /c2!2cosj1z2c1t !!

~~c1t !21~a1zAsin2 j12~c1 /c2!2!2!~~c1 /c2!4cos2 j11sin2 j12~c1 /c2!2!
. ~43!
er-
ion
in

one
of

ust
long

ve
As shown in Fig. 8, this field has two peaks of opposite sig
with a null in between. The null travels at the veloci
vevan5c2 /(c1 /c2)cosj1 greater than the velocityc2 of the
medium. This explicit propagation in thez direction of the
evanescent field is an interesting result in its own right. Th
in addition to the lateral wave motion of the evanescent fi
there is a longitudinal transfer of the field in a direction no
mal to the interface. This tunnelinglike effect may be us
for ultra-fast signaling through a thin slab using evanesc
fields.

For oblique incidence, we consider an incident X-wa
characterized by an axicon anglej152°. The axis of propa-
s

s
d
-
d
nt

gation of the X-wave is inclined at anglesa1515°, 30° and
45°, corresponding to sub-critical, near-critical and sup
critical incidence, respectively. The angular superposit
given in Eq.~32! is used to evaluate the transmitted fields
the above three cases, while Eq.~30! is employed to
calculate the reflected fields. In these two equations,
should be careful when the argument
A(c1 /c2)2211(cosj1 cosa11sinj1 sina1 cosw)2 becomes
negative. In such a case, the negative imaginary branch m
be chosen to ensure the decay of the evanescent field a
the positivez direction.

For sub-critical incidence, we assume that the X-wa
80Shaarawi et al.: X-wave reflection and transmission
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FIG. 7. Evanescent fields resulting from a normally incident X-wave hav
a50.001 m andj1540°. The surface plots are evaluated for (c1 /c2)
50.5 at~a! c1t520.05 m, ~b! c1t50 and~c! c1t50.05 m.
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plotted in Fig. 3 is incident at an anglea1515° on the in-
terface separating two media having (c1 /c2)50.5. The re-
flected pressure field calculated atz521 is shown in Fig.
9~a!. The reflected pulse resembles the incident X-wave
cept for a change in the sign and magnitude of its amplitu
In Fig. 9~b!–~d!, the transmitted field is plotted for distance
z50.1, 1 and 50 m normal to the interface. One should n
that the decay of the peak of the transmitted field is mu
faster than in the case (c1 /c2)52. The pulse has alread
started to disperse atz51 m and has decayed significantly
z550 m. Another interesting difference between the tw
cases (c1 /c2).1 and (c1 /c2),1 is that in the former the
pulse spreads backward along the lagging X-shaped a
while in the latter the transmitted pulse spreads out along
forward X-shaped arms. This behavior is due to the fact t
the wave vectors of the transmitted field lie on a convolu
conic surface.31 Such a deformed cone is shaped by stret
ing the apex point of the cone associated with the incid
X-wave into a line segment. For (c1 /c2).1, the apex point
is drawn outward to form a line segment in a direction

g

FIG. 8. ~a! Time dependence of the evanescent fields resulting from a
mally incident X-wave havinga50.001 m andj1540°. The surface plots
are evaluated for (c1 /c2)50.5 atz50.001 m.~b! The totally reflected pres-
sure field evaluated atz521 m.
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FIG. 9. Sub-critical incidence ata1515°,uc530° ((c1 /c2)50.5). ~a! Reflected pressure field plotted atz521 m. Transmitted pressure field is evaluate
at ~b! z50.1 m, ~c! z51 m and~d! z550 m.
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moved away from the interface. Wave components arriv
at different points on this line segment lag behind the pe
When (c1 /c2),1, the apex is stretched inward toward t
interface forming a folded surface. Wave components c
tributing to the transmitted field lead over the peak. Deta
of these ideas are presented in a separate work~cf. Ref. 31!.

For the case of super-critical incidence, the pulse sho
in Fig. 3 is incident on the surface of discontinuity at
anglea1545°. All the plane wave components of the inc
dent pressure field are inclined at anglesuk larger than the
critical angleuc530°. Only evanescent fields exist in th
second medium. The properties of the totally reflected fi
and the evanescent fields are similar to those discussed a
for normal incidence withj1.uc . To verify our claim, we
provide in Fig. 10 a plot of the time variation of the total
reflected pressure field atz521 m. The reflected pulse ha
an LW structure and does not disperse as it travels a
from the interface. The evanescent field dependence onz, the
perpendicular distance to the interface, is similar to the c
of normal incidence. In analogy to Fig. 7, the two late
82 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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FIG. 10. Reflected pressure field plotted atz521 m for super-critical inci-
dence ata1545°.uc530° @(c1 /c2)50.5#.
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peaks of the evanescent field approach each other before
lescing atc1t'0 and then start traveling away from ea
other.

Near-critical incidence corresponds to situations wh
the inclination angles of the wave vectors associated with
spectral components of the incident pressure field can h
both valuesuk.uc and uk,uc . The spectral component
having uk,uc generate propagating refracted fields in t
second medium, while those havinguk.uc produce evanes
cent fields. The transmitted field, thus, consists of a com
nation of these two types of waves. Various transmitted fi
distributions are evaluated for differenta1 angles in the vi-
cinity of uc530°. This allows us to acquire a better unde
standing of the behavior of the transmitted mixture of
fracted and evanescent fields. In Fig. 11 we plot
transmitted pressure fields resulting from an X-wave pu
~cf. the pulse shown in Fig. 3, havingj152° and a
50.001 m) incident at anglesa1528°, 29°, 30°, 31° and
32°. The transmitted fields, shown in Fig. 11~a! and ~e!, are
similar to those occurring for sub-critical and super-critic
incidence, respectively. This is the case because forj1

52°, the pulse plotted in Fig. 11~a! is transmitted due to the
incidence of an X-wave consisting of spectral compone
havinguk,uc . The opposite is true for the pulse shown
Fig. 11~e!. The transmitted field due to an X-wave inclined
a1531° is plotted in Fig. 11~d! and shows a close resem
blance to that corresponding toa1532° shown in Fig. 11~e!.
The reason for this resemblance is that, fora1531°, most of
the spectral components haveuk.uc . One should note
however, that the transmitted pulse shown in Fig. 11~d! is
slightly compressed along the direction of propagation a
has larger amplitude than the pulse plotted in Fig. 11~e!. Far
away from the interface, refracted components of the pu
shown in Fig. 11~d! will be stripped away from the decayin
evanescent components, forming a propagating pulse
disperses with distance. The pulse shown in Fig. 11~e!, how-
ever, consists solely of evanescent fields that will have n
ligibly small amplitudes at farther distances from the int
face.

The pressure field displayed in Fig. 11~b! shows an ex-
tremely strong pulse-compression effect. It appears that
planar interface acts as a lens that focuses and compre
the field transmitted into the second medium. This effect
be used in applications requiring the delivery of high inte
sity ultra-short pulses near an interface. This pulse focus
effect may be understood by resorting to the ray-theor
approach introduced in Ref. 31. For (c1 /c2),1, the apex of
the transmitted cone is stretched inwards into a line segm
This line segment is dragged up in the direction of the int
face. For near-critical incidence, the line segment reaches
interface. Spectral components havinguk,uc will have re-
fracted wave vectors ending up on different points of the l
segment, while components withuk.uc will produce lateral
rays parallel to the interface. The concentration of such w
components in a small volume produces a highly focu
pulse. At this point, we show that after traveling a sh
distance farther away from the interface, the amplitude of
transmitted field undergoes a sign inversion. In Fig. 12,
show that atz50.001 09 m the transmitted pulse acquir
83 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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very large negative amplitudes and is highly compress
The extent of the compression of the pulse atz
50.001 09 m can be emphasized further by comparing F
11~b! and 12. The scale of the transverse variable is redu
by 10-fold, while the longitudinal scale is shrunk by 20-fol
The peak amplitude of the transmitted pulse is 200 tim
larger than the incident X-wave. This compression effec
not restricted only to the anglea1529° but can occur for
other angles at near-critical incidence. However, the posi
of the focus point varies with the various combinations
refracted and lateral rays. Consequently, incidence at dif
ent anglesa1;uc results in pulse compression at differe
distances from the interface. In fact, a surface plot of
transmitted pulse, displayed in Fig. 11~c! for a1530°,
shows that the inverted pulse is already focused az
50.001 m. This means that the strong focusing of the pu
occurs nearer to interface because the refracted rays
crowded together at a shorter distance from the surface
discontinuity. Furthermore, the field incident ata1530°
contains spectral components havinguk.uc that are totally
reflected. Since a number of the spectral components
totally reflected while the remaining ones give rise to bo
reflected and refracted fields, we expect the reflected p
sure field to lose its X-shaped distribution. This effect
illustrated in Fig. 13 where the reflected field correspond
to a1530° is plotted atz521 m. One should note the de
formation of the lagging X-shaped arms. However, this pu
still has an LW structure and it travels away from the inte
face without any dispersion.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, the reflection and transmission of acous
X-waves obliquely incident on a planar interface has be
investigated. The analysis adopted is based on a spectra
composition of the incident pulse into plane wave comp
nents specified by wave vectors forming a conical surfa
The boundary conditions at the interface are satisfied by
individual plane waves and the reflected and transmit
fields are deduced as Fourier superpositions. Subsequen
has been found profitable to transform each of these Fou
superpositions into an angular integration~synthesis! of azi-
muthally dependent pulsed plane waves. A study of the c
stituent pulsed solutions has been carried out for the prob
under investigation in this paper. It has been shown that
incident and reflected pressure waves have azimuthally
pendent pulses traveling at the same speed and, co
quently, adding up coherently at any observation point
form an LW pulse. In contradistinction, the azimuthally d
pendent pulses associated with the transmitted field trave
different speeds, thus causing the dispersion of an LW pu
after traveling a certain distance from the interface. It h
been shown that the localization range of the transmit
field depends on the temporal frequency bandwidth,
angle of inclination and the axicon angle of the incide
X-wave pulse. The main factor affecting the disintegration
the transmitted pulse is the axial width of the incide
X-wave along the direction of propagation~i.e., for x85y8
50). For larger axial widths of the incident X-wave, th
transmitted pulse suffers less disintegration as it travels
83Shaarawi et al.: X-wave reflection and transmission
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FIG. 11. Near-critical incidence for whicha1;uc530° @(c1 /c2)50.5#.
Transmitted pressure field evaluated atz50.001 m for~a! a1528°, ~b!
a1529°, ~c! a1530°, ~d! a1531° and~e! a1532°.
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side the second medium. For zero angle of inclination~nor-
mal incidence!, the transmitted fields retain their LW struc
ture. These results are in agreement with the conclus
inferred from the ray-theoretic approach introduced in R
31. The use of such angular superposition constitutes an
ficient method for deducing the exact form of the transmit
field and for estimating its range of localization.
4 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2000
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In previous investigations, the transmitted field w
shown to lose the LW structure of the incident pulse. T
may give the wrong impression that the transmitted field
not localized at all. An important contribution in the prese
work is the indication that the transmitted field stays loc
ized up to a distance that depends on the characteristic
the incident field. A clear explanation is provided for th
84Shaarawi et al.: X-wave reflection and transmission
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dispersion of the transmitted pulse and the distance at w
it starts. Such information is essential for practical appli
tions that make use of the localized character of the tra
mitted field; e.g., in detection and identification of burie
objects. The information should be used in conjunction w
the fact that finite-energy LWs have a finite range of loc
ization. Thus one should always be able to determine wh
effect will be the earliest to cause the decay of the transm
ted field, the diffraction effect due to the initial finite energ
source or the dispersion effect described in this paper. S
an assessment can be effected by comparing the estima
the range of localizationzd8 given in Eq. ~40! to formulas
specifying the diffraction lengths of LWs.6,14,20,32,33

Finally, one should note that we have basically stud
the reflection and transmission of the infinite energy X-wa
As discussed earlier, the exact X-wave can be perceive
an interference of pulsed plane waves propagating alon
conical surface and all having the same conical anglej with

FIG. 12. Transmitted pressure field evaluated atz50.001 09 m fora1

529°; (c1 /c2)50.5.

FIG. 13. Reflected pressure field evaluated atz521 m for a1530°;
(c1 /c2)50.5.
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respect to the axis of propagation.31 The resulting field has a
slow radial decay and similarly to FWMs and to plane wa
solution, X-waves have infinite energies. Finite ener
X-shaped solutions can be obtained either by truncating
transverse support of the field of the X-wave5,6,15,20 or by
using superpositions of superluminally boosted elemen
solutions.21 Evidently, finite energy X-waves are fields o
interest in physical situations. However, the mathemat
analysis needed to study the reflection and transmissio
such pulses can be quite tedious. This is the reason for
sidering the canonical problem analyzed in this work. T
results of this paper are thus useful in situations when
distances traveled by the finite energy X-waves are sma
than their diffraction-free ranges. In addition, the extent
the planar interface should be much larger than the tra
verse width (a/sinj) of the highly focused central pulse o
the X-wave. Sincea is inversely proportional to the maxi
mum frequency of the spectrum and sinj is a small quantity,
the latter condition can be rephrased as having a plana
terface of extent much larger than all wavelengths contrib
ing to the spectrum of the X-wave. Furthermore, one sho
note that in earlier investigations the case of infinite ene
FWMs has been considered instead of X-waves.22,23 No at-
tempt has been made at this stage to provide compari
with recent work on the transmission and reflection of puls
beams.24,25 The latter are paraxial ultra-wide-band solutio
to the scalar wave equation or Maxwell’s equations, wher
X-waves are exact ones. We would like to point out that o
investigation is not exhaustive. Further extensions
needed in the case of multi-layered media, for investigati
concerned with curved interfaces and when accounts mus
taken of medium loss and dispersion mechanisms.
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